
Benjarong literally means "five colours" is the name of a unique type of Thai 

porcelain that became fashionable in the early 1800s for Royal and ceremonial 

functions and renowned for its intricate, exquisitely executed patterns. 

It is therefore a fitting name for a restaurant that preserves the fine 

tradition of Royal Thai cuisine. 

Most dishes usually feature five distinct flavours- bitter, salty, sweet, sour and hot

forming a harmony of taste, colour and texture. Herbs and spices to appeal to the 

most discerning of palates. 

A typical Thani meal consists of a assortment of curry dishes, soup, salad, 

vegetable and dip sauce served simultaneously with plain steamed rice. 

At Benjarong you will experience the very best of Thailand's 

unique culinary offerings. 



All prices are stated in USD Prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12% government tax
✦ Items that are not included in the meal plan - to be charged at full price
Prices and menu items may be subject to change without prior notice.
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TALAY PHAD BAI 
KRAPHRAO 
¥l���¥J.JDti!')jij@¥ 
Spicy stir-fried seafood with 
chilli and hot basil leaves 
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GAi PHAD MED 
MAMUANG HIMMAPARN 
HIB!Hl�i!')� 
Fried chicken with cashew 
nuts and dry chilli 
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PHAD PHAK RUAM 
MIT BENJARONG 
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Stir-fried mix vegetables in 
oyster sauce 
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PLA TUNA YANG 
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Grilled tuna served with 
homemade seafood dip 
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KHAO PHAD 
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Traditional fried rice with 
you choice of the following 
ingredients: Vegetable and 
egg, chicken, king prawn or 
mixed seafood 

N�Nflu-:i1vfo�-:i t6 
PHAD PHAK BOONG 
FAI DAENG 
!kt jll! i!') � tt= :r.E 
Sauteed morning glory with 
oyster sauce 
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KANAPHAD NUM MAN HOY 
ttjll!i!')ttM 
Sauteed baby kale with 
oyster sauce 

Prices and menu items may be subject to change without prior notice.

All prices are stated in USD Prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12% government tax
✦ Items that are not included in the meal plan - to be charged at full price



SELECTION OF ICE CREAM
AND SORBETS 精选冰淇淋与冰糕

(USD 5 per scoop 每球五美元)

Ice Cream 冰淇淋 Sorbet 冰糕

Vanilla 香草  Coconut 椰子
Strawberry 草莓  Lychee 荔枝
Chocolate 巧克力 Mango 芒果
Caramel 焦糖

Toppings 甜品酱

Chocolate Sauce 巧克力酱 Caramel Sauce 焦糖
Vanilla Sauce 香草汁  Mixed Nuts 什锦坚果
Coconut Flakes 椰子片  Almond Crumble 杏仁

All prices are stated in USD Prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12% government tax
✦ Items that are not included in the meal plan - to be charged at full price
Prices and menu items may be subject to change without prior notice.


